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What I Would Like to Discuss….
• Reflections on the history of academic
informatics and its scientific meetings
• Historic and current relationship with
computer science
• Assessment of our current state
• Anticipating future directions for
academic faculty in informatics:
• The practice of informatics
• Research in informatics
• Informatics in education

A Brief History of Biomedical Informatics
•
•
•

1959: Seminal article published in Science
1960s: both research and applied programs were developed,
mostly in medical schools and hospitals
1970s: newly formed CS departments forged relationships with
medical school groups
• Federal funding of informatics projects
• Formation of early academic units
• Terminology confusion
• Special role of the National Library of Medicine
• Formation of bio/med groups in CS professional societies
(e.g., SIGBIO, AAAI-M, IEEE EMBS)
• Symposium on Computer Applications in Medical Care
(SCAMC)

A Brief History of Biomedical Informatics
•

1980s: Strong ties (and some cross appointments of faculty)
between CS departments and informatics units at some
schools
•
•

•
•

1988-1990: Merger of informatics organizations to create AMIA
1990s: Emergence of bioinformatics in context of human
genome project
•

•

Publications in CS literature by informatics faculty and students
CS faculty began to teach informatics grad students and served on their
committees

Efforts to keep bioinformatics and clinical informatics together as two
areas of application of a single core discipline (BMI)

Since 2000: emergence of successful HIT industry, public
recognition of role of HIT in health care, creation of ONC, major
applied funding stimulus under ARRA
•

Confusion about relationship between HIT and informatics

Two Personal Anecdotes
• Creation of Biomedical Informatics
department, coupled with the CS dept
in an engineering school, at Arizona
State University
• Awareness of cultural differences
between CS and BMI that were
highlighted after I became President
and CEO of AMIA

AMIA and Computer Science
President’s Column: J Am Med Inform Assoc May
2011;18(3):349-50
• Although informatics clearly has other core component
sciences with which our students need to be familiar (decision
science, statistics information science, cognitive science,
management science, organizational theory, and the like),
computer science is broadly assumed to be a fundamental
part of the discipline. Thus, AMIA continues to embrace the
role of computer science and needs to serve a computer
science community that increasingly finds motivation and
challenges in the world of biomedicine and health.
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• Like informatics, computer science is far from static.
There was a time when computer science faculty
members were criticized if they worked on biomedical
problems or their work was viewed as “too applied”.
Today we are seeing gradual change in those
attitudes, as many departments have recruited
bioinformatics faculty or clinical informaticians, and the
core scope and requirements for computer science are
being scrutinized from within.

Characteristics of BMI Academic Units
• Imbued with a health sciences culture: a new kind of
health professional
• Driven by a desire to address perceived problems in the
biomedical setting
• Evolution in prior training of leaders and educators
• Applied work always important, but impressive basic/
generalizable results
• Many have significant service responsibilities, typically
related to clinical systems in hospitals and clinics
• Strong funding opportunities in many countries,
especially for applied projects

Characteristics (continued)
• Limited role in education of health professionals,
with the exception of nurses in some countries
• Interdisciplinary nature leads to challenging
partnership requirements, both for teaching and
education
• Can be a challenge in universities that do not facilitate
cross-school registration by students

• Poorly understood by colleagues in medical world
• Often poorly understood by colleagues in computer
science and engineering

Recent Changes in Academic Units
• Increase in numbers of academic programs,
with shortage of individuals with talents and
orientation to lead them
• Top science requires top informatics
• Gradual understanding of scholarly content of the
field (and its relevance)

• Burgeoning commitments to HIT by academic
medical centers and health systems
• Increase in public awareness of what
informatics is and what we do
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ONC Hearings on Usability
HIT Policy Committee Adoption/Certification Workgroup
Washington, DC
Thursday, April 21, 2011
Panel 1: Care Provider Perspective
Panel 2: Consumer Perspective
Panel 3: Technology Developer Perspective
Panel 4: Measuring & Improving Usability
Panel 5: Options around Usability
Details at: http://tinyurl.com/ONC-Usability

One Industry Perspective
Carl Dvorak, CTO, Epic Systems
• “There are extraordinary efforts by many companies
across all industries, including ours, to compete on
usability and the ability to delight consumers.”
• “I do not believe ONC or CMS needs to fund additional
science or education in this area.”
• “ONC might consider a library function to organize
existing resources, but I don’t believe that additional
funding through ONC will significantly improve the
current science in this area.”
• “Measuring usability is not an exact science and
codifying it to a simple grade would be potentially
misleading.”

Looking to the Future
• What are the implications for academic
informatics as it continues to evolve?
• What will be the ongoing opportunities
and relationships with computer science?
• What changes are likely, and potentially
necessary, based on current trends and
incompatibilities between the historical
positioning of our programs and what is
likely to occur in the future?

The Practice of Informatics
• Most informatics “service” work for academic faculty will
be installing, maintaining, and augmenting commercial
systems rather than building them
• No evidence to date that companies will build R&D units
or collaborate extensively with academic units
• Role of academician as innovative informatics
practitioner is likely to be limited
• Emphasis on evaluations or small, incremental system
improvements
• Educate the informaticians who will be the innovators
in established or startup companies

Distinguishing Research
from Application
• It took >40 years of methodological research to
create the industry and the EHRs that are now being
implemented
• They are imperfect, but important elements in our
progress toward improved healthcare delivery,
efficiency, privacy, and new knowledge
• Investment in EHRs has occurred with stagnant
investment in research that will improve them in the
future
• Key agency: the National Library of Medicine
• Essentially no R&D in the clinical information
systems companies

Research in Informatics
• Many grand challenges that require research attention
• “Big data” does not define the field nor our research
agenda, despite its importance
• Support for HIT will not translate into support for informatics
research without greater activism and education by our
community
• Need diversification of research support – but HIT companies
relatively uninvolved with academic research to date
• Professional societies and individual programs need to
strengthen ties with industry
• Both will benefit

New Directions and Challenges
(examples)
• Exploding interest in integration and analysis of ‘big
data’
• Genomic/proteomic
• Public health
• Pooled clinical datasets (health information exchange)

• The unmet promise: effective and acceptable
clinical decision support
• Cognitive informatics
• New diagnostics (including imaging, biomarkers,
and other early detection methods)
• Text mining, natural language and speech
processing

The Grand Challenges of Clinical
Decision Support (Sittig, et al)
Grand Challenge Description, ordered by urgency!
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Prioritize CDS content development and implementation"

6.00"

2.96"

Create internet-accessible clinical decision support repositories"

6.89"

1.69"

Use freetext information to drive clinical decision support"

7.89"

1.27"

Mine large clinical databases to create new CDS"

8.44"

3.00"
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The Grand Challenges:
•

Patient-Centered Cognitive
Support

•

Modeling

•

Automation

•

Data sharing and
collaboration

•

Data management at scale

•

Automated full capture of
physician-patient
interactions

Informatics Education
•
•

Demand for our “product” is high
Need diversification of both types of training and content of
curricula
•

Certificate/vocational programs, masters, and doctoral training all needed

•

Online and self-study options, especially for certificate and applied masters
programs

•

Growth in new programs has revealed severe shortage of mid-career
academicians capable of taking on leadership roles in academic
informatics
• Greater involvement with health professional education
•

Persuasive advocacy required

•

Need efforts to make the content relevant to clinicians

•

Continuing education for practitioners who are increasingly recognizing that they
need more knowledge of the area

The Need for More Training and Talent
• Need for clinicians who understand informatics
concepts
• Need for informaticians and computer scientists
who can function effectively as scholarly
collaborators with clinicians and life scientists
• Integrative role of informatics, which touches
essentially all areas of biomedicine
• Large incremental workforce requirement, partly
as a result of the ARRA legislation and resulting
implementations of EHRs

Conclusion
• Future of academic informatics is bright but evolving
• Adhering to entrenched ways will cause programs
to fail or become less relevant
• Fewer opportunities for academic informaticians to
pursue careers as innovative practitioners
• Need increased opportunities for targeted research
programs and collaborations with industry
• Huge demand for education, with majority of graduates
entering non-academic positions in industry,
healthcare systems, government, research labs
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